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Deko Tools Rotary Tool DKRT135ST1
The mini rotary tool by Deko Tools is ideal for sanding or cutting, for example. It has 6 speed settings up to a maximum of 36,000rpm
and a powerful motor for reliable performance. The motor delivers up to 135W of power. The device also ensures comfort of use.
 
Impressive performance.
The grinder has a power of  up to 135W, so you can enjoy stable,  efficient operation. The product is  also equipped with a high-quality
motor that delivers high rotational power, low noise level and reliable operation. Opt for proven solutions and choose tools you will enjoy
working with!
 
Comfortable to use
The tool stands out not only for its functionality but also for its ergonomic design. It is extremely lightweight and fits well in the hand. It is
exceptionally light and fits perfectly in your hand. It also has a special stand which allows it to be placed stably on any flat surface or
hung up in the workshop.
 
Many applications
The  Deko  Tools  sander  is  perfect  for  many  different  applications.  It  allows  for  6-stage  speed  adjustment  within  the  range  of
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10000-36000rpm. This makes it ideal not only for sanding, but also for cutting and carving wood. You only need one device to make your
work easier in many scenarios!
 
Brand
Deko Tools
Model
DKRT135ST1
Rated voltage
220-240 V ~50/60 Hz
Input power
135 W
Speed (no load)
10,000 rpm - 36,000 rpm
Collet size
3.2mm (1/8")
Number of speed modes
6

Preço:

Antes: € 20.9961

Agora: € 19.00

Ferramentas, Grinders
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